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Week fifteen 

 

Wipeout stay seven points clear despite a 8-0 loss to Last Pin Standing with all 

players having a poor start but Last Pin Standing scoring the better, taking the 

first game. Scores improved in the second but Wipeout failed to match Last Pin 

Standing as they took the points. All players left the best till last as Wipeout 

fought back to try to take some points only to be undone at the last by just 1 pin 

as Last Pin Standing secured the clean sweep. Last Pin Standing’s Rebecca 

Vincent the only player over. What No Strike remain in second after a 6-2 

defeat at the hands of Fifty Shades, despite taking the first game. Fifty 

Shades then took over the match, taking the next two games and the overall by 

15 pins. Lyn Wakefield 35 over average for What No Strike and John Lester 

38 over average for Fifty Shades. Phoenix close the gap in third with a 6-2 win 

over Shambles, taking the first game. Shambles hit right back to take the 

second and then a 206 form Barry Dales took the last game and the match for 

Phoenix. 

Trouble and Strike beat Generation Gap in a high scoring match which started 

with Nick Spivey hitting a seasons best 222 for Generation Gap, only to be 

beaten by 2 pins as Suzi Pettitt also hit a seasons best 199 for Trouble and 

Strike. The second game was one sided as Ben Skinner hit 215 for Trouble and 

Strike and then Trouble and Strike took the last game by 6 pins as Generation 

Gap fought back. Nick finishing with 567 – 63 over average, Ben hitting 546 – 54 

over average and Suzi 548 – 83 over average. Mark Ten beat Strike Out in the 

last game of the night, taking the first two games before a late collapse saw 

Strike Out take the last game. 

 


